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Love it or hate, we all need exercise to help
keep us healthy and maintain a good weight,
including our pets too! Exercise should suit
the age, breed, lifestyle and medical condition of your pet.

Cats

Infamously known for their sedate, sleepy life, but it is just
as important to maintain their weight and encourage exercise.
Some cats enjoy an outdoor life of chasing leaves and climbing
trees, but others are more 'home birds'.
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Tips to encourage exercise
Cats love empty boxes!
A variety of shapes and sizes
with holes cut out, will create
a good 'leaping and jumping
through' exercise area.

Lightly screwed up tissue
paper creates a lovely

Have fun and enjoy exercising
your pet. If you have any questions
please do not hesitate to call us. Our
free nurse clinics, offer friendly and
informative advice on suitable
exercise, nutrition and provide
regular weigh-ins to keep a
check on your pet's weight.

noise when chased
round the room.

Tiered climbing levels
and scratching posts
provide exercise and
entertainment for cats.
Roll a small cardboard tube
across the floor for chasing.
Ribbon, string or shoelace tied to a stick and gently waved,
encourages play. However, please be aware that these play items
can be choking hazards. If swallowed, they could cause a blockage
in the throat or intestines. Pack away after play, and supervise your
kitten or cat during exercise time.

Dogs

When the lead appears there is usually no lack of enthusiasm
on their part for walks! Although at times it may be wet, windy and
cold, and staying in the warm is more enticing, as pet owners we do
have a responsibility to provide regular exercise for our dogs. In the
great outdoors, your dog can enjoy investigating the exciting scents,
generally have fun, meet other canine friends and play ball. Please
be careful throwing sticks for play. Sadly we have seen some horrific
injuries, where they have become lodged in the mouth or throat,
ending up with lengthy operations to remove stick and splinters!

This area is reserved for your news, logos and offers.
Now you can include your own Colour photos
or illustrations too, at no extra cost.
This easy, economical pet owner
friendly newsletter, will help promote
the benefits of your practice.
We will design your items into the
allocated places, and email you a
proof for changes or approval.
Are you sure you have no news?
Then the space will be filled with
a suitable article from our
extensive library.
Need more space for your own news
check out our Flexinews option!
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A Kiss
Under the
Mistletoe

Mistletoe and berries, fresh or dried, contain substances that are toxic.
If ingested, this can cause severe intestinal upset, a sudden drop in blood
pressure and breathing difficulties. Sadly in some cases this can be fatal.
Holly and berries are also toxic, so either avoid
having holly and mistletoe in your home, or
keep these plants well out of reach from cats
and dogs!
If you notice any of these signs or suspect
ingestion of either plant, please contact your
vet immediately.
Excessive Drooling - Vomiting - Diarrhoea
Stomach Pain - Seizures
Poinsettias can also cause problems, but the
level of toxicity is milder. However, extra care
is required if these plants are in your home.
The white sap found in Poinsettias irritates the
skin, mouth and throat, causing redness,
itching and swelling. Puppies, kittens, and
smaller breeds are more at risk, as their size
and the amount of plant ingested, will
determine the seriousness of poisoning.

If your pet has stitches, a wound, skin
problem, bandage or even a plaster cast,
we may recommend that your cat or dog
wears a buster collar. Without one, they
could reach the area, especially when
you are not looking, which needs to be
protected against scratching feet, licking
tongues and nibbling teeth. It has been
known for stitches to be removed, plaster
casts demolished, skin licked raw and
bacteria spread to cause infection. It is
important to keep the area as dry and germ
free as possible to aid speedy recovery, and
that is where the buster collar helps! Some
pets cope reasonably well with the plastic
cone, while for others it can be a stressful,
disorientating time, and for the owner too!
Recently though, friendlier options have
become available.
Lucy was admitted for two small lump
removals, which involved stitches to her
elbow area and back, both easily reached
to lick and nibble! She is a little nervous
at times, so it was decided that an
inflatable neck collar might be more
beneficial to her temperament, and it
certainly was! Lucy was happy to wear
the collar all day and actually used it as
a pillow at night!
Please ask a member of our nurse team
to discuss a suitable collar for your pet.
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Ancient Druids and Norse Mythology tell stories of this seasonal plant, but
unfortunately the truth for your pet....it's poisonous!

Buster
Collars

If ingested it may cause:
vomiting, diarrhoea, drooling and lip licking.
Again, always contact your vet immediately
if your pet shows any of these signs.

Five Top Tips
for Firework
Fright

1. Create a safe haven for your dog or cat
in one room of your house.
2. Keep your pets indoors.
3. Do not comfort your pet. A hard one we
know, but it can reinforce their worry.
4. NEVER punish or scold a fearful pet.
Playing a game during the whizzes and
bangs can encourage confidence.
5. Use a pheromone diffuser or spray.
Preparing in advance to combat Firework
Fright is best. We are here with plenty of
help for nervous pets and advice for
owners, so please call us now to discuss
the appropriate therapy for your pet.

We hope you enjoy our newsletter and find the information helpful, however it should not be used as an alternative to professional veterinary care. If you have any concerns regarding your pets' health please contact your surgery.

